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Carpet: Model 1-12
The Moooi Carpet collection is a creative chic way of decorating your floor. Have as much fun with the floor as you

can with the walls, improve your style, impress your guests.

Designer Marcel Wanders
Year of design 2005
Material Printed Nylon thread
Additional The Carpet shown above is Model 1. There are 11 more to choose from!
Product Codes Moooi, accessories, moooi carpet nr.1, NO LOGO, MOACAGRX001

Detailing

The carpet pictured above represents a traditional Delft Blue tableware piece.

Pole height of the carpet : 4.5mm

Tatal height of the carpet : 7.2mm

Colour

Delft blue
All carpet colours vary depending on the design.
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      M- 5,12,2,9

Technical     

In some cases when the carpets are new, the corners may try to curl back. Carpet tape or a simply weighting down will

speed up the time it takes for the carpets to relax. There is no other technical information specific to this product. 

Packaging

M-1 M-5,12,2,9 M-10,4,8,3,6,7 M-11
H-165cm H-165cm H-165cm H-165cm
W-53cm W-83cm W-53cm W-53cm
D-15cm D-20cm D-15cm D-15cm

9,5-Net 10-Net 10-Net 15-Net
12.5-Gross 12.5-Gross 13-Gross 18-Gross
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Photography
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Photography by Anke Helmich

Cleaning Instructions
Carpets from the Moooi collection can be vacuum-cleaned and or swept with a soft hand brush. For stubborn stains we
 recommend that you DO NOT apply harmful cleaning product but to dry clean or with a gentle fabric washing powder 
and a soft cloth. Lightly dab at the area until the strain has been completely removed. For further assistance on how to 
clean this product please contact your nearest Moooi agent or dealer located via our website. Moooi recommends alway
reading the label of any cleaning product you wish to use on or near any item from the Moooi collection.
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